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Abstract

Many fields in academia face problems with either same named scales measuring what are actually different constructs
(i.e., the jingle fallacies) or differently named scales measuring the same construct (i.e., the jangle fallacies). In this study,
we examined the overlap between a set of 10 measures of self-related beliefs of academic motivation constructs in two
different biology courses: value items (e.g., utility value, interest value, attainment value, and cost value), achievement
goal orientation items (e.g., mastery approach, mastery avoidance, performance approach, and performance avoidance),
and intrinsic/extrinsic motivation items. Exploratory factor analyses and structural equation modeling indicated that the
covariance among the items is not captured by an item-based factor solution, suggesting these named scales are plagued
by the jingle jangle fallacy. These findings suggest that researchers should either use these constructs independently of
each other or attempt to find a more unified theory of academic self-related motivational beliefs when examining these
constructs together, especially in statistical analyses.
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Introduction

Uniqueness of Each Achievement Motivation Theory
For the past 50 years, scholars from different backgrounds have
created various theories to explain motivation in academic settings
[1-3]. Expectancy-value theory (EVT), self-determination theory
(SDT), and achievement goal theory (AGT) are three of the most
influential achievement motivation theories [4]. Each of these theories
is unique because it connects indicators of motivation to certain
other self-related attitudes, beliefs, perceptions, and behaviors. For
example, EVT focuses on both expectancies of success (i.e., “Can
I do this task?”) and values of pursuing a particular task (i.e., “Do I
want to do this task?”) to predict behaviors linked to achievement
motivation [1,5]. SDT centers around the distinction between
intrinsic versus extrinsic motivation as motivators of achievement
behaviors [2]. Intrinsic motivation refers to doing an activity because
it is inherently satisfying, in contrast extrinsic motivation refers to
doing an activity to attain some other desirable separable outcome
[2,6]. Finally, AGT largely distinguishes between two types of goals
(i.e., mastery versus performance goal orientation) and two types
of goal attitudes (i.e., approach versus avoidance goal attitudes).
Similarities of Achievement Motivation Theories
Scholars have talked about how certain aspects of EVT, SDT,
and AGT overlap with each other, forcing us to consider whether
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these constructs really operate distinctively [4]. Despite efforts to
clarify this conceptual confusion of motivational terminology from
EVT, SDT, and AGT, similarities among specific items suggest it
may in fact be quantitatively detrimental to treat them as unique,
independent constructs [7-9]. For instance, a study based in EVT
focused on interest value in biology class ask, “How interested are
you in biology?” Similarly, a study grounded in mastery approach
using AGT might ask, “I want to learn as much as possible in this
class.” Furthermore, SDT might elicit intrinsic motivation by asking
students how true it is that they study “To enjoy the fun of learning
about biology.” Given how similar the underlying semantics of these
three survey questions are, one has to question whether they actually
represent three unique constructs or sight variations on a very similar
underlying construct. Scholars refer to this dilemma as the jangle
fallacy. The jangle fallacies are when scales with different names
are supposed to measure different constructs, but actually measure
the same construct [10]. These same scholars became concerned
about violating the basic assumptions of independence when scales
derived from different traditions are used in the same study and
then entered into regression based statistical analyses without first
determining the underlying factor structure of the full set of items.
The jingle fallacies also exist within the field of motivation. They
occur when scales with the same name are supposed to measure
the same constructs, but actually measure quite different constructs
[11]. For example, prior studies have lumped together certain EVT
constructs to create a motivation scale [12]. However, when using
these composite motivation scales created based on certain sets
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of EVT constructs, we begin to lose sight of understanding and
interpreting results. Scales have the same name (e.g., the motivation
scale) but they are measuring different constructs because of the
way items were combined. Some motivation scholars have recently
been moving towards further differentiating subcomponents of value
beliefs in EVT [13,14]. For instance, “How beneficial for your daily
life is understanding Biology?” and “How impressive do others find
your knowledge of Biology?” both attempt to measure utility value.
However, one facet of utility value focuses on daily life, while the
other facet focus on social life. In this case, the aforementioned
items come from the same scale but measure different facets of
utility value.
Prominent Jingle Jangle Fallacies
The presence of the jingle jangle fallacy in similar lines of
psychological research suggests that it may well be present in the field
of achievement motivation. For decades, personality psychologists
have examined the jingle jangle fallacy to deal with the wide disarray
of competing personality trait concepts and scales [15,16]. This work
has helped identify the major dimensions of personality—the “Big
Five”-and further resulted in a comprehensive, reliable, and valid
structure of personality traits [17]. Even further within personality
research, Whiteside and Lynam (2001) assessed the jingle jangle
fallacy of impulsivity and documented the fact that frequently used
measures of impulsivity fit under the conceptions of impulsivity
within the Five Factor Model of personality [18,19]. Recent efforts
have also been made to unravel the disconnectedness of different
concepts and measures in motivation research, especially Marsh
and his colleagues [20-22]. For example, Marsh and his colleagues
found that eight motivation orientation constructs, Ego, Competition,
Mastery, Intrinsic, Cooperation, Individual, Approach Success, and
Avoid Failure, indeed overlapped and at best represented by only
two broad categories of Learning and Performance orientations, or
what they call the “Big-Two-Factor-Theory” of academic motivation
orientation [21].
Concerns for the Field of Motivation
The consequences of the jingle jangle fallacy are: 1. misspecifying
theoretical ideas with ambiguous measures of the underlying
hypothetical constructs; 2. representing the potentially large effect
of a single process as two smaller effects when distinct scales
empirically converge; and 3. drawing conclusions and applications
from findings when researchers might not truly know what they are
measuring. We demonstrate how this can happen when studying
self-related beliefs of academic motivation from EVT, SDT, and
AGT as just one example of troubling trends observed in recent
publications. First, recent studies have attempted to enter similarly
worded items (i.e., constructs from task values, mastery and
performance achievement goals, and intrinsic and extrinsic goals)
that supposedly measure different constructs into regression or SEM
analyses as independent predictors [23-25]. An example includes
“I find English is interesting,” measuring interest value from EVT
and “An important reason I do my English work is that I enjoy it,”
measuring mastery goal from AGT were both included in the SEM
model to predict to English test scores [24]. Although theoretically
different, a participant who takes this survey might not think that
the items are different. Instead they may think that both items
refer to how much they like English. Second, recent studies use
highly similar items to represent different phenomena [26-28]. As
new attempts to integrate existing theories of motivation emerge,
we believe that this investigation of self-related academic beliefs
J Edu Psyc Res, 2020

from EVT, SDT, and AGT will help highlight the importance of
conversations about the overlap of items from different theoretical
perspectives [29,30].
Current Study
Our paper investigates the presence of jingle jangle problems in the
study of motivational beliefs, specifically using 10 construct scales
drawn from EVT, SDT, and AGT. We want to highlight that our
paper is written for scholars who are not as familiar with the field of
motivation as well as early career scholars who want to pursue further
research in the field of motivation. With our intended audience in mind,
we do not include “the scale” that best represents each achievement
motivation theory. We instead choose commonly used scales, in which
individuals who are unfamiliar with the different theoretical traditions
may methodologically combine items that overlap.
For the purposes of our study, we particularly focus our attention
on the jangle fallacies. But we believe that these two fallacies
coexist. We first used exploratory factor analysis (EFA) models
on the individual items of the 10 construct scales to examine the
extent of jingle jangle problems across just these three prominent
motivational theories. We started with EFAs rather than confirmatory
factor analysis (CFAs) due to the lack of theory regarding how items
from each of these constructs overlap. In addition to this statistical
analysis, we conducted a robustness check of how items from EVT,
SDT, and AGT go together by implementing a card-sorting method
with individuals who have a prior background in the motivation
literature, but do not know the purpose of our study. Finally, we used
confirmatory factor analysis to compare whether factor structures
offered by EFAs fit the data better than factor structures that separate
items according to their theoretical origins.
While this is not a comprehensive assessment of the key components
underlying the many existing measures of motivational beliefs,
it affirms the extent of jingle jangle problems in the study of
motivational beliefs. We hope that it stimulates more comprehensive
empirical efforts modeled after the work in personality theory and
currently being done by Marsh and his colleagues.
Method
Sample and Procedures
Two different datasets were used in this study. We first collected data
from 147 undergraduates from a biology and chemistry course that
used cooking as the example of fundamental biological chemistry
phenomena. But this dataset was limited due to the small sample
size. In order to more robustly check our findings and reconfirm
whether similar patterns arise with a larger and more diverse sample,
we conducted the same analysis on a dataset of 1,080 students from
a more mainstream introductory biological sciences course.
Biology and Chemistry of Cooking
The sample consisted of 147 undergraduates in an online summer
class at a large public university located in Southern California.
Students were enrolled in a five-week course on the biology and
chemistry of cooking. Data were collected using an online survey
gathered from the students both at the start of the course (time 1) and
at the end of the course (time 2). Students completed these surveys
as part of their course assignment. The online surveys were accessed
through personalized links sent as both text and email messages to
allow students to have access to the course motivation questionnaires
at their convenience. Measures for value, achievement goals, and
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intrinsic/extrinsic motivation were made to be course-specific, such
that all items referred to students’ attitudes and beliefs about the
biology and chemistry of cooking.

goals, and intrinsic/extrinsic motivation were made to be subjectspecific, such that all items referred to students’ attitudes and beliefs
about the field of biology.

Biological Sciences
The sample consisted of all 1,080 first-year biology students at a
large public university located in Southern California. Concurrent
with their introductory biology courses, all first-year biology students
were required to enroll in a one-unit, ten-week study skills course
during their first term. During the third week of the term, the study
skills course awarded course credit for completing an online survey
about their experiences with and attitudes about the biology major,
garnering a 96% response rate. Measures for value, achievement

Measures (see Table 1 for full list of items)
Value Items
According to Gaspard and Eccles et al. expectancy-value theory
(EVT) of achievement- related choices, there are at least four
components of task value beliefs that motivate students to learn:
intrinsic interest, attainment, utility, and cost [1,7,31,32]. We focused
on values in the EVT because prior literature has attempted to
disentangle the conceptual difference of subjective task values
with SDT, in comparison to the expectancy component of EVT [9].

Table 1: Construct Scale Items from Both Datasets Used for Factor Analyses
Construct

Variable
Name
BCC

Variable Name
BioSci

Item Question
BCC

Response Scale
BCC

Item Question BioSci

Response Scale
BCC

Utility Value

ut1

util9

How beneficial
for your daily life
is understanding
the biology and
chemistry of
cooking?

slider: (1) not
beneficial at all ...
(7) very beneficial

Utility Value

ut2

util7

How useful in
everyday life
and leisure time
is knowledge
of biology and
chemistry of
cooking?

slider: (1) not at all How useful in everyday
useful ... (7) very life and leisure time is the
useful
knowledge of Biology?

Utility Value

ut3

util10

How applicable
in everyday life
is knowledge
of biology and
chemistry of
cooking?

slider: (1) not at all How applicable in everyday
applicable ... (7) life is the knowledge of
very applicable
Biology?

slider: (1) not at all
applicable ... (7)
extremely applicable

Utility Value

ut4

util11

How much will
you be able to
impress others
with your
knowledge of
the biology and
chemistry of
cooking?

slider: (1) not at all How impressive do others
... (7) a lot
find your knowledge of
Biology?

slider: (1) not at all
impressive ... (7)
extremely impressive

Utility Value

ut5

util8

How important is
it to you to get a
good grade in this
course for your
academic career?

slider: (1) not at
How important is it to you
all important ... (7) to get a good grade in your
Bio Sci classes for your
very important
academic career?

slider: (1) not at
all important ... (7)
extremely important

Interest Value

int1

int9

How often do you
wonder about the
science behind
cooking?

slider: (1) never ...
(7) very often

How often do you wonder
about Biology?

slider: (1) not at all
often ... (7) extremely
often

Interest Value

int3

int8

How interested are
you in the science
behind food and
cooking?

How interested are you in
slider: (1) not at
all interested ... (7) Biology?
very interested

slider: (1) not at
all interested ... (7)
extremely interested

Value Items
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How beneficial for your
daily life is understanding
Biology?

slider: (1) not at
all beneficial ... (7)
extremely beneficial

slider: (1) not at
all useful ... (7)
extremely useful
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Interest Value

int4

int10

How much fun
will learning
about the biology
and chemistry of
cooking be?

slider: (1) not at all How much fun is learning
fun ... (7) very fun about Biology?

slider: (1) not at all
fun ... (7) extremely
fun

Attainment Value

att1

att7

How important to
you, personally, is
it to be a person
who understands
the science behind
cooking?

slider: (1) not at
How important to you,
all important ... (7) personally, is it to be a
very important
person who understands
Biology?

slider: (1) not at
all important ... (7)
extremely important

Attainment Value

att2

att8

How important
is it that others
see you as
knowledgeable
about the science
behind food and
cooking?

slider: (1) not at
How important is it
all important ... (7) that others see you as
very important
knowledgeable about
Biology?

slider: (1) not at
all important ... (7)
extremely important

Attainment Value

att3

att9

How important
to your identity
is it to be
knowledgeable
about the science
behind food and
cooking?

slider: (1) not at
How important to
all important ... (7) your identity is it to be
very important
knowledgeable about
Biology?

slider: (1) not at
all important ... (7)
extremely important

Cost Value

co1

costp5

How stressful will
this class be?

slider: (1) not at
all stressful ... (7)
very stressful

slider: (1) not at
all stressful ... (7)
extremely stressful

Cost Value

co2

costp4

How frustrating
will this class be?

Cost Value

co3

costp6

How emotionally
draining will this
class be?

Cost Value

co4

costo5

How much do you
have to sacrifice
to do well in this
course?

slider: (1) nothing How much will you have to
... (7) an incredible sacrifice to do well in your
Bio Sci classes?
amount

Cost Value

co5

costo6

How many other
valued activities
does this class
require you to give
up?

slider: (1) none ...
(7) an incredible
amount

How many other valued
activities will your Bio Sci
classes require you to give
up?

slider: (1) none ... (7)
an extreme amount

Cost Value

co6

costo4

How many
opportunities will
you be missing out
on if you commit
fully to this class?

slider: (1) none ...
(7) an incredible
amount

How many opportunities
will you be missing out on
if you commit fully to your
Bio Sci classes?

slider: (1) none ... (7)
an extreme amount

Cost Value

co7

coste5

How much
will your other
commitments get
in the way of you
putting forth effort
in class?

slider: (1) not at all How much will your other
... (7) completely commitments get in the way
of you putting forth effort in
your Bio Sci classes?

Cost Value

co8

coste6

How much time
will you have for
this class after
taking care of
more important
activities?
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How stressful will your Bio
Sci classes be?

slider: (1) not at all How frustrating will your
frustrating ... (7) Bio Sci classes be?
very frustrating
slider: (1) not at
all draining ... (7)
very draining

slider: (1) not
nearly enough ...
(7) enough
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How emotionally draining
will your Bio Sci classes be?

How much time will you
have for your Bio Sci classes
after taking care of more
important activities?

slider: (1) not at all
frustrating ... (7)
extremely frustrating
slider: (1) not at
all draining ... (7)
extremely draining
slider: (1) nothing
... (7) an extreme
amount

slider: (1) not at all
... (7) an extreme
amount

slider: (1) none ... (7)
an extreme amount
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Cost Value

co9

coste4

How much effort
will you have
left for this class
after taking care
of more important
activities?

slider: (1) not
nearly enough ...
(7) enough

How much effort will you
have left for your Bio Sci
classes after taking care of
more important activities?

slider: (1) none ... (7)
an extreme amount

Achievement Goal Orientation Items
Achievement Goal
Orientation

map1

map2

I want to learn as
much as possible
in this class

slider: (1) not at all How important is it to you to
true of me ... (7) learn as much as possible in
very true of me
Biology?

slider: (1) not at
all important ... (7)
extremely important

Achievement Goal
Orientation

map2

map1

It is important for
me to understand
the ntent of
this course as
thoroughly as
possible

slider: (1) not at all How important is it to you
true of me ... (7) to understand the content
very true of me
of Biology as thoroughly as
possible?

slider: (1) not at
all important ... (7)
extremely important

Achievement Goal
Orientation

mav5

mav1

slider: (1) not at all
Sometimes I’m
true of me ... (7)
afraid that I may
very true of me
not understand
the content of this
class as thoroughly
as I’d like

Achievement Goal
Orientation

mav10

mav2

I am often
concerned that I
may not learn all
that there is to
learn in this class

Achievement Goal
Orientation

pap6

pap1

slider: (1) not at all How important is it to you to
It is important
true of me ... (7) do well compared to others
for me to do well
in Biology?
very true of me
compared to others
in this class

Achievement Goal
Orientation

pap17

pap2

It’s important to
me that others
think I’m smart in
class

slider: (1) not at all How important is it to you
true of me ... (7) that others think you’re
smart in Bio Sci classes?
very true of me

slider: (1) not at
all important ... (7)
extremely important

Achievement Goal
Orientation

pav3

pav1

It is important for slider: (1) not at all How important is it to you
me not to do worse true of me ... (7) not to do worse than the
other Biology students?
very true of me
than the other
students

slider: (1) not at
all important ... (7)
extremely important

Achievement Goal
Orientation

pav7

pav2

slider: (1) not at all How much do you want to
I just want to
true of me ... (7) avoid doing poorly in this
avoid doing poorly
in this class
very true of me
Bio Sci class?

slider: (1) do not
want to avoid at all
... (7) want to avoid
extremely

Achievement Goal
Orientation

pav16

pav3

I don’t want to
look like I’m not
as smart as the
other students

slider: (1) not at all How much do you want
true of me ... (7) avoid looking like you’re not
very true of me
as smart as the other Biology
students?

How afraid are you may not
understand the content of
Biology as thoroughly as
you’d like?

slider: (1) not at all How concerned are you of
true of me ... (7) not learning all that there is
very true of me
to learn in Biology?

slider: (1) not at
all afraid ... (7)
extremely afraid

slider: (1) not at all
concerned ... (7)
extremely concerned
slider: (1) not at
all important ... (7)
extremely important

slider: (1) do not
want to avoid at all
... (7) want to avoid
extremely

Intrinsic/Extrinsic Motivation Items
Intrinsic/Extrinsic
Motivation

im1

ie1

To enjoy the fun
of learning about
the science behind
food and cooking

slider: (1) not at
How much do you enjoy
all important ... (7) the fun of learning about
very important
Biology?

slider: (1) do not
enjoy at all ... (7)
enjoy extremely

Intrinsic/Extrinsic
Motivation

im2

ie2

To challenge
myself
academically

slider: (1) not at
How much do you want
all important ... (7) to challenge yourself
very important
academically in Biology?

slider: (1) do not
want to challenge
at all ... (7) want to
challenge extremely
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Intrinsic/Extrinsic
Motivation

im3

ie3

To develop new
knowledge about
the science behind
food and cooking

slider: (1) not at
How much do you want to
all important ... (7) develop new knowledge
very important
about Biology?

slider: (1) do not
want to develop new
knowledge at all ...
(7) want to develop
knowledge extremely

Intrinsic/Extrinsic
Motivation

em4

ie4

To improve my
GPA by getting a
good grade

slider: (1) not at
How much do you care
all important ... (7) about improving your GPA
very important
by getting a good grade in
Biology?

slider: (1) do not
care at all ... (7) care
extremely

Intrinsic/Extrinsic
Motivation

em5

ie5

To prove my
ability by getting a
good grade

slider: (1) not at
How much do you want to
all important ... (7) prove your ability by getting
very important
a good grade in Biology?

slider: (1) do not
want to prove ability
at all ... (7) want
to prove ability
extremely

Intrinsic/Extrinsic
Motivation

em6

ie6

To avoid lowering
slider: (1) not at
How much do you care that
my GPA by getting all important ... (7) your GPA could be lowered
a bad grade
very important
if you get a bad grade in
Biology?

slider: (1) do not
care at all ... (7) care
extremely

Intrinsic/Extrinsic
Motivation

em7

ie7

To avoid looking
slider: (1) not at
How much do you care that
incompetent by
all important ... (7) you could look incompetent
getting a bad grade
very important
if you get a bad grade in
Biology?

slider: (1) do not
care at all ... (7) care
extremely

Note: BCC refers to the biology and chemistry of cooking course and BioSci refers to the biological sciences course.
To access these 4 major...we adapted value items from Gaspard
and Eccles et al. [1,33]. However, we modified the items to make
them either course specific or domain specific and the construct
scale-anchors to be item-specific (e.g., “How stressful will this
class be?” had response values of 1 = not at all stressful to 7 =
very stressful). For each of the components of value beliefs, we
asked between three to nine items. Specifically, utility items were
assessed focusing on life domains within context of time. Interest
items emphasized curiosity and fun of learning. Attainment items
aimed at the importance of knowing biology to their identity. Cost
items assessed effort cost (i.e., sensed exhaustion), opportunity
cost (i.e., time lost for other tasks), and psychological cost (i.e.,
feeling negative emotions) [34]. These items were measured on a
frequency-based slider Likert scale from 1 to 7 where the construct
scale-anchors corresponded to the question (e.g., “How beneficial
for your daily life is understanding X?” or “How interested are you
in X?”). Gaspard reported good construct scale reliability for these
items, in which all scales for interest value, attainment value, utility
value, and cost value had α > .70 [33].
Achievement Goal Orientation Items
Items were adapted from Elliot & McGregor (2001) for this present
investigation [35]. We used this measure because it made a distinction
between not only mastery and performance goal orientations, but
also between approach and avoidance goal orientations. Students
who endorse mastery approach goal orientations strive to master
the material, understand the topic, and improve competence [36].
Students who endorse mastery avoidance goal orientations attempt
to avoid failing at mastering the material and understanding the
topic. In contrast, students who uphold performance approach
goal orientations endorse the desire to gain favorable achievement
to others but students who uphold performance avoidance goal
orientations attempt to avoid negative achievement [36]. For the
purposes of this study, we modified 9 items to make them more
J Edu Psyc Res, 2020

specific to the course or domain of biology. In particular, there
were 2 mastery approach items (e.g., “I want to learn as much as
possible in this class”), 2 mastery avoidance items (e.g., “I am
often concerned that I may not learn all that there is to learn in this
class”), 2 performance approach items (e.g., “It is important for me
to do well compared to others in this class”), and 3 performance
avoidance items (e.g., “It is important for me not to do worse than
the other students). For the biology and chemistry of cooking course,
these items were measured on a Likert scale from 1 = not at all true
of me to 7 = very true of me. For the biological sciences course,
these items were measured on a Likert scale from 1 to 7 where
the construct scale-anchors corresponded to the question. Elliot &
McGregor reported Cronbach’s alphas of .87, .84, .96, and .82 for
mastery approach, mastery avoidance, performance approach, and
performance avoidance, respectively [35].
Intrinsic/Extrinsic Motivation Items
The Academic Motivation Scale for college students constructed by
Vallerand et al. was adapted for this current research. We used this
measure due to its use of intrinsic (i.e., completing an activity for
pleasure and satisfaction) and extrinsic (i.e., engaging in an activity
for a means to an end and not for its own sake) motivation in a college
setting [37-39]. For the biology and chemistry of cooking course,
items were adjusted to be unique to the course and measured using a
slider Likert scale from 1 = not at all important to 7 = very important.
For the biological sciences course, items were adjusted to be unique
to the domain of biology and measured using a slider Likert scale
from 1 to 7 where the construct scale-anchors corresponded to the
question. There were three intrinsic motivation items (e.g., “To enjoy
the fun of learning about the science behind food and cooking”)
and four extrinsic motivation items (e.g., “To improve my GPA by
getting a good grade”). Vallerand et al. stated internal consistency
as the Cronbach’s alphas ranged from .83 to .86 for the subset of
items we used [37].
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Analysis Plan
Exploratory Factor Analysis
All EFA analyses were done in R Studio using principle axis factor
method and promax rotation with the psych package [40,41]. Our
main focus is on exploratory factor analyses among these self-related
motivational belief construct scales using value items, achievement
goal orientation items, and intrinsic/extrinsic motivation items, in
order to determine whether or not the jingle jangle fallacy exists
in the psychological motivation literature. To confirm our factor
structure findings, we compared the structures across two datasets.
Confirmatory Factor Analysis (see Supplemental Material
online)
After conducting EFAs, our primary focus of confirmatory factor
analyses was to compare competing models based on the original
scales and EFA results, in order to further assess the jingle jangle
fallacy using these self-related belief construct scales (i.e., value
items, achievement goal orientation items, and intrinsic/extrinsic
motivation items). CFA models were only conducted on the
biological sciences course due to the limited sample size for the
biology and chemistry of cooking course data. For the biological
sciences course, we used split-sample cross validation, conducting an
EFA on one half of the sample followed by a CFA on the other half.
All CFA analyses were done with MPlus 8.3 using maximum
likelihood, which is robust against multivariate normality [42].
Model fits were evaluated by chi-square statistics, comparative fit
index (CFI), Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), root mean square error
of approximation (RMSEA), and standardized root mean square
residuals (SRMR). The following typical model fit guidelines were
used: CFI and TLI equal to or greater than .95, RMSEA values
below .08, and SRMR values equal to or greater than .05 indicate
an excellent model fit, and CFI and TLI greater than .90 and SRMR
values less than .10 demonstrate an acceptable model fit [43].
Robustness Check: Exploratory Card-Sorting Method (see
Supplemental Material online for more detail)
As a further robustness check of what we found from the EFAs, we
asked individuals to sort index cards by their intended construct. We
reasoned existence of the jingle jangle fallacies would be further
supported if participants were observed grouping items from
different theories together due to being insufficient differences to
warrant separating them. Participants were given index cards with
items from the biology and chemistry course survey and asked to
sort them into piles that they believe capture the range of constructs.
Although many of these participants were somewhat familiar with
motivational theory, they were not told the list of motivational
constructs from which the items were drawn.
Results
Exploratory Factor Analyses
Biology and Chemistry of Cooking
EFA using all of the items from the ten construct scales showed
a 9-factor solution (based on examination of the scree plot and
eigenvalues greater than 1) to be the most appropriate solution (refer
to Figure 1). Even though the total number of factors do not differ
much from the original scale, the ways in which the variables loaded
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are very distinct from the original scale. The nine-factor loadings
and correlation amongst the factors for time 1 are presented in Table
2 and 3, respectively. The primary factor contained items related to
utility value, interest value, attainment value, intrinsic motivation,
and mastery approach. The items focused on pleasure for pure
learning and knowledge applicability for the biology and chemistry
of cooking course. The second factor included items related to
emotional cost, loss of valued alternatives cost, and outside effort
cost scales. The items focused on emotional and weighing different
options cost for the biology and chemistry of cooking course. The
third factor included items related to performance approach and
avoidance. The items focused on comparing performance in relation
to other students in the course. The fourth factor included items
related to extrinsic motivation and performance avoidance. The
items focused on grades for the course. The fifth factor included
items related to time and effort cost. The sixth factor included items
related to attainment value. The items focused on how the self and
others identify with being knowledgeable about the course material.
The seventh factor included utility items. The items focused on
how applicable the course material is to their life. The eighth factor
included mastery avoidance and performance avoidance items. The
items focused on feelings of concern-either about the course content
or how they will look in front of their peers in the course. The ninth
factor included a utility item.

Figure 1: Scree plot for the biology and chemistry of cooking course
time 1 stable self-beliefs exploratory factor analysis

Figure 2: Scree plot for the biological sciences course sample 2
stable self-beliefs exploratory factor analysis
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Table 2: Biology and Chemistry of Cooking Course Pre-Survey (or Time 1) Stable Self-Beliefs Nine Factor Loadings Using EFA
Items

Factors
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

ut1

0.47

0.62

ut2

0.42

0.69

ut3

0.61

0.42

ut4

0.66

8

0.44

ut5

0.61

int1

0.65

int3

0.80

int4

0.76

att1

0.68

0.38

att2
att3

0.66
0.38

0.63

co1

0.65

co2

0.81

co3

0.84

co4

0.69

co5

0.71

co6

0.70

co7

0.50

co8

0.76

co9

0.75

im1

0.86

im2

0.55

im3

1.00

0.32

em4
em5

9

0.50
0.35

0.40

em6

0.78

em7

0.73

map1

0.82

map2

0.72

pav3

0.48

0.76

mav5
pap6

0.63
0.85

pav7

0.62

mav10

0.76

pav16

0.38

0.34

0.47

pap17

0.37

0.35

0.33

Note: Only factor loadings higher than 0.30 are included. The highest loading for each item is in bold.
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Table 3: Correlation Amongst the Factors for the Biology and Chemistry of Cooking Course
Factor

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

--

2

-0.005

--

3

0.368

0.255

--

4

0.228

0.383

0.430

--

5

0.125

0.232

0.362

0.424

6

0.582

0.187

0.345

0.309

0.330

--

7

0.251

-0.154

0.134

0.005

-0.025

0.060

--

8

0.711

-0.049

0.223

0.144

0.064

0.401

0.255

--

9

0.286

0.019

0.351

0.136

0.080

0.229

0.062

0.175

9

--

--

Biological Sciences
Similar to the biology and chemistry of cooking course, EFA using all of the items from the ten construct scales showed a 9-factor solution
(based on examination of the scree plot and eigenvalues greater than 1) to be the most appropriate solution (refer to Figure 2). The ninefactor loadings and correlation amongst the factors for sample 2 are presented in Table 4 and 5, respectively.
Table 4: Biological Sciences Course Sample 2 Stable Self-Beliefs Nine Factor Loadings Using EFA
Items

Factors
1

util7

2

3

4

5

0.35

util8

7

8

9

0.89

util9

0.71

util10

0.66

util11
int8

6
0.61

0.76
0.91

int9

0.45

int10

0.91

att7

0.45

att8

0.71

att9

0.32

0.70

costp4

0.54

costp5

0.73

costp6

0.82

costo4

0.65

costo5

0.77

costo6

0.72

coste4

0.42

coste5

0.63

coste6
ie1

0.88

0.64

ie2
ie3

0.53

ie4

0.86

ie5

0.52

ie6

0.76

ie7
map1

0.63
0.32
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0.51
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map2

0.44

0.35

mav1

0.38

mav2
pap1

0.48

pap2

0.54
0.43

pav1

0.47

pav2

0.71

0.66
0.54

pav3

0.85

Note: Only factor loadings higher than 0.30 are included. The highest loading for each item is in bold.
Table 5: Correlation Amongst the Factors for the Biological Sciences Course
Factor

1

1

--

2

3

2

0.396

--

4

5

6

7

8

3

0.178

-0.104

--

4

0.527

0.265

0.342

--

5

0.270

0.550

-0.020

0.242

--

6

0.310

0.632

-0.071

0.226

0.536

--

7

0.307

0.315

0.154

0.389

0.392

0.330

--

8

0.161

0.240

-0.011

0.179

0.217

0.245

0.077

--

9

0.333

0.375

0.043

0.375

0.414

0.211

-0.171

-0.214

9

--

Similarities among Datasets
Both EFAs split items from the same theoretical background, reforming them into factors consisting of items from multiple theories (refer
to Table 6). For example, both datasets suggested a single factor with items related to interest value, attainment value, intrinsic motivation,
and mastery approach. The specific items focused on enjoyment of learning and understanding. Both datasets also had a single factor with
items related to extrinsic motivation and performance avoidance. This factor centered around grades in biology. Lastly, both datasets had
a single factor composed of items related to being knowledgeable about biology material related to their identity.
Table 6: Item Questions that Cluster Together Across Datasets
Group #

Construct Name

BCC Item Question

BioSci Item Question

Interest Value

How interested are you in the science behind
food and cooking?

How interested are you in Biology?

Interest Value

How much fun will learning about the biology
and chemistry of cooking be?

How much fun is learning about Biology?

Attainment Value

How important to you, personally, is it to be
a person who understands the science behind
cooking?

How important to you, personally, is it to be a person
who understands Biology?

Intrinsic Motivation

To enjoy the fun of learning about the science
behind food and cooking

How much do you enjoy the fun of learning about
Biology?

Intrinsic Motivation

To develop new knowledge about the science
behind food and cooking

How much do you want to develop new knowledge
about Biology?

Mastery Approach

I want to learn as much as possible in this class

How important is it to you to learn as much as possible
in Biology?

Cost Value

How stressful will this class be?

How stressful will your Bio Sci classes be?

Cost Value

How frustrating will this class be?

How frustrating will your Bio Sci classes be?

Group 1

Group 2
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Cost Value

How emotionally draining will this class be?

How emotionally draining will your Bio Sci classes be?

Cost Value

How much do you have to sacrifice to do well in
this course?

How much will you have to sacrifice to do well in your
Bio Sci classes?

Cost Value

How many other valued activities does this class
require you to give up?

How many other valued activities will your Bio Sci
classes require you to give up?

Cost Value

How many opportunities will you be missing out
on if you commit fully to this class?

How many opportunities will you be missing out on if
you commit fully to your Bio Sci classes?

Cost Value

How much will your other commitments get in
the way of you putting forth effort in class?

How much will your other commitments get in the way
of you putting forth effort in your Bio Sci classes?

Extrinsic Motivation

To improve my GPA by getting a good grade

How much do you care about improving your GPA by
getting a good grade in Biology?

Extrinsic Motivation

To avoid lowering my GPA by getting a bad
grade

How much do you care that your GPA could be lowered
if you get a bad grade in Biology?

Performance Avoidance

I just want to avoid doing poorly in this class

How much do you want to avoid doing poorly in this
Bio Sci class?

Cost Value

How much time will you have for this class after
taking care of more important activities?

How much time will you have for your Bio Sci classes
after taking care of more important activities?

Cost Value

How much effort will you have left for this class
after taking care of more important activities?

How much effort will you have left for your Bio Sci
classes after taking care of more important activities?

Attainment Value

How important is it that others see you as
knowledgeable about the science behind food
and cooking?

How important is it that others see you as
knowledgeable about Biology?

Attainment Value

How important to your identity is it to be
knowledgeable about the science behind food
and cooking?

How important to your identity is it to be
knowledgeable about Biology?

Group 3

Group 4

Group 5

Note: BCC refers to the biology and chemistry of cooking course and BioSci refers to the biological sciences course.
Confirmatory Factor Analyses
Following the initial exploratory analyses, we examined competing
models using CFAs. For the biological sciences course, three models
using the sample 1 data were fit to the data (refer to Figure S1-S3,
respectively). We compared Model 1, Model 2, and Model 3 against
each other. Each of these models used the full-set of items.
Model 1 was a 10-factor model consisting of 36 items, with each
item loading on a factor representing the original scale from which
it was taken (see Figure S1).
Model 2 also aligned items by their original scales, but accounted
for the fact that the 2x2 AGT framework makes it clear that its
four constructs fit under the respective umbrellas of mastery and
performance orientation (see Figure S2). It was therefore identical
to Model 1 except that it added two second-order factors. Mastery
goal orientation was a second-order factor subsuming mastery
approach and mastery avoidance. Performance goal orientation
was a second-order factor subsuming performance approach and
performance avoidance.
Model 3 consisted of the same items, but were organized according
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to the nine-factor EFA solution based on sample 2 of the biological
sciences course (see Figure S3). To control for method variance
associated with the fact that items from different scales had different
wording and scale anchors, we correlated the errors of items that
loaded onto the same factor and came from the same original scale.
For example, for the first factor, we correlated utility item errors
with other utility item errors, interest item errors with other interest
item errors, and so on. This process was slightly different only for
the factor with cost items, for which we correlated errors by the
subcomponent of cost each item represented (i.e., emotional cost,
loss of valued alternatives).
Overall, we found that there was poor model fit for all models (see
Table 7). However, in both data sets, the best-fitting model was
the nine-factor model. Furthermore, chi-square tests of competing
models showed that for the biological sciences course, the nine-factor
model fit the data significantly better than Model 1 and Model 2,
respectively: ∆χ2 = 230.34, ∆df = 63, p < .001 and ∆χ2 = 412.48, ∆df
= 76, p < .001. The fit of the model informed by the EFA, was not
great, but was significantly better than the models that separated items
by their original scales (refer to Online Supplementary materials).
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Table 7: Model Fit Indexes for CFA Models
Dataset Name

Model #

(df) X²

CFI

TLI

RMSEA

SRMR

1

(549) 1707.76***

.78

.75

.06

.10

BioSci Course
2

(562) 1889.90***

.75

.72

.07

.11

3

(486) 1477.42***

.80

.77

.06

.34

Note: BioSci refers to the biological sciences course. Models 1, 2, and 3 were compared. Bold indicates models with the jingle jangle
problem. *** p < .001.
Robustness Check: Exploratory Card-Sorting Method
Our exploratory analyses from the card-sorting task showed the
jingle jangle fallacy as well (see Supplementary Material online).
Participants sorted items into piles that crossed across the original
scales from which they were drawn, splitting up existing scales
among different, new categories of items. In step 1, when the number
of piles participants could create was unconstrained, 55.74% of the
piles created included items from different scales, and 60.21% of
the items were sorted into piles that included items from different
scales. This suggests that when given the chance to understand
motivational constructs through the items themselves, motivational
self-beliefs from multiple theoretical perspectives are perceived to
overlap considerably.
Discussion
Within psychological research, myriad academic motivation
measures and conceptions are frequently created. However, when
validity checks do not consider whether the theoretical construct is
divergent from constructs used in existing motivational theories, we
increase our risk of encountering the jingle jangle fallacy. We are
not saying that the motivational theories are conceptually the same.
But we are saying that the lack of attention to what items goes into a
statistical model can influence the results without a priori historical
background on achievement motivation theories.
In the current study, we investigated whether the jingle fallacies (i.e.,
when scales with the same name really measure a different construct)
and jangle fallacies (i.e., when scales with different names really
measure the same construct) exist between scales examining selfrelated beliefs towards academic motivation, looking specifically
at task value, achievement goal orientations, and intrinsic/extrinsic
motivation. These self-value and goal measures were chosen because
they are commonly used to explain motivational behaviors, but
emerged from different theoretical perspectives.
Both EFAs and CFAs revealed the jingle fallacies, and potentially
the jangle fallacies as well. First, the nine-factor exploratory analyses
from both datasets revealed that some items with the same name
loaded onto a different factor (i.e., jingle fallacies). For example,
“How important is it to you to get a good grade in your Bio Sci
classes for your academic career?” and “How beneficial for your
daily life is understanding Biology?” both measure utility value
but loaded onto different factors. Conversely, some items with
different names loaded onto the same factor (i.e., potentially, the
jangle fallacies). For instance, “How interested are you in biology?”
(interest value, EVT), “How much do you enjoy the fun of learning
about biology?” (intrinsic motivation, SDT), and “How important is
it to you to learn as much as possible in biology?” (mastery approach
orientation, AGT) all loaded onto the same factor in both datasets
J Edu Psyc Res, 2020

(i.e., revealing the potential presence of the jangle fallacy). We refer
to potential jangle fallacies because highly correlated items do not
mean that they are the same thing (e.g., lighting and thunder are
highly correlated in a factor analysis, but are conceptually distinct;
similarly, these items come from distinct theoretical traditions).
Second, using confirmatory factor analyses, the 10-factor model fit
significantly worse than the EFA derived nine-factor model. This
finding indicates motivational constructs from different theories
empirically converge. Yet, we cannot conclude that we found a
definitive structure of achievement motivation using EVT, SDT,
and AGT because our nine-factor model did not fit well on its own.
Furthermore, identifying a definitive structure was not intended
in these analyses. The purpose of this investigation was to warn
researchers of the outcomes when putting similarly worded items
into a regression or SEM analysis.
Third, our robustness check from the card-sorting task showed
the jingle jangle fallacy too (see Supplementary Material online).
Individuals sorted the cards where motivational self-belief constructs
from different theories were combined into the same pile. This
finding also likely translates to how participants would feel when
taking a survey about motivational self-beliefs. They would feel as
though there is no true difference between some of the overlapping
measures.
Previous researchers have identified the jingle jangle fallacy within
the field of personality and motivation [18,20,21,22,44]. In spite of
these important findings, we continue to create new scales without
considering divergent validity with respect to existing motivational
theory and fall victim to the jingle jangle fallacy when we analyze
them concurrently [23]. Our purpose in the present study was to
reiterate and emphasize the hazard of treating various self-related
beliefs measures as independent constructs, particularly when doing
regression-based and SEM analyses. Many scales were not created
using the multi-trait-multi- method approach nor did they go through
the rigor of showing the difference from existing items [44,45].
Even though components of task values, achievement goals, and
intrinsic/extrinsic motivation theoretically are different, our findings
show overlap among scale items used to measure these distinct selfrelated beliefs. This is likely because the perception of the value of
a particular task (i.e., task values) relates to what individuals want
to achieve when doing a task (i.e., achievement goal orientation),
and to the reason for engaging in a task (i.e., intrinsic/extrinsic
motivation). At the level of the individual, task values, achievement
goal orientations, and intrinsic/extrinsic motivation are viewed
as integral properties of the self- system because they subside in
the realm of symbolic representations, which are the valanced
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psychological structures related to knowledge that increasingly
become connected to higher order belief systems [46]. That is, an
individual’s sense of how useful biology is to daily life (i.e., utility
value) share a highly common cause to their sense of interest in the
subject matter (i.e., interest value), sense of identity importance (i.e.,
attainment value), desire to have a mastery orientation goal (i.e.,
mastery approach), and a natural inclination to learn (i.e., intrinsic
motivation).
Because we did not include all possible measures of self-related
motivational beliefs, we cannot say we have identified a Big-NineFactor Theory of self-beliefs academic motivation that could generalize
or replicate across different samples. We also adapted measures.
However, this is what a novice in the motivation field would do: adapt
the items for their study and choose a scale recognizable to them. The
overarching aim of this study was to show that supposedly distinct
motivation theoretical models and constructs would empirically
converge, especially without careful attention to measure choice.
From our data, we can conclude that we found evidence of the jingle
jangle fallacy in this specific set of items. Considering this, we warn
researchers to be careful when they specify task values, achievement
goal orientations, or intrinsic/extrinsic motivation as independent
predictors in the same statistical model. Though such models may pass
the standards of multicollinearity testing, results may be misleading,
representing the potentially large effect of a single motivational
process as two smaller effects.
We acknowledge that factor analysis techniques are based on the
assumption that there is a common cause of the identified factors
rather than a belief that the covariance reflects reciprocal causation
amongst the items over time. Although motivational constructs
are likely to cause one another to a certain extent, we choose
this statistical method because our intent was not to identify
reciprocal causation, but to warn researchers of the potential
pitfalls of mistakenly assuming that measures coming from different
theoretical perspectives should be entered into statistical models
as independent (or separate) predictors. Social network analysis
or multi- dimensional scaling analysis with a larger sample would
account for motivational dimensions dangling together because they
depend on one another for causal or probable reasons [47,48]. At
the same time though, social network analysis or multi- dimensional
scaling analysis comes with a cost because these methods like any
other general linear modeling approaches assume homogeneity of
causal dynamics for all sampled units (in this case, students in our
study), which could likely reveal more noise than signal. As a result,
we first suggest dispensing the homogeneity assumption that each
variable and the causal dynamics among variables are relevant and
similar for all people, in order to then apply person-in-context frames
to highlight how units of analysis exist and function differently at
various levels of the system [49].
In summary, our investigation is important because it is the first to
look at the relations between this set of self-related motivational
beliefs. We hope that current and future researchers think carefully
before generating more supposedly unique motivational constructs
without establishing both the need and true independence of the
new constructs [50-60].
Our purpose in the present study was to reiterate and emphasize
the hazard of treating various self-related beliefs measures as
J Edu Psyc Res, 2020

independent constructs, particularly when doing regression-based
and SEM analyses. Many scales were not created using the multitrait-multi-method approach, did not go through the rigor of showing
the difference from existing items, and failed to model dynamical
causal processes [44,45]. Failing to model these models during
development among underlying constructs may lead to incorrect
conclusions about the underlying factor structure. The ability to
know which factors to control for in a regression model to get
causally informative estimates depends on knowing the true
developmental process.
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Online Supplemental Materials
Exploratory Card-Sorting Method
We explored whether those familiar with the 10 self-related beliefs
motivational constructs (or value items, achievement goal orientation
items, and intrinsic/extrinsic motivation items) could sort index cards
with the item questions by their intended construct. To reduce bias,
we did not ask individuals who were familiar with our study design.
8 participants were given an envelope with the 37 items from the
biology and chemistry of cooking course. All of the item questions
were the same as Table 1 except for an additional interest value
question (i.e., “How curious are you to learn about the science
behind cooking?”). This question was left out from our other analyses
because it was not asked in the biological sciences course to compare
across datasets. Each index card had one survey item on one-side
and a randomly assigned number on the other-side. First, they were
told to individually sort the index cards into as many piles as needed
to capture the range of constructs. Then if participants had more
than 7 piles, they shuffled the pile of index cards and repeated the
same task as before, but sorted the index cards into no greater than
7 piles. If participants had more than 5 piles, they shuffled the pile
of index cards and repeated the same task as before, but sorted the
index cards into no greater than 5 piles. For each card-sorting task,
we asked them to ignore how the questions were worded, but to
focus on the semantics that tap similar latent constructs. Additionally,
they wrote how many piles they had and the corresponding index
card number for each pile after sorting.

Table S1: Numbers that Correspond to Each Item Name for Index Card Sorting Task
Item Names

Number Corresponding Index Cards

Value Items
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Utility Value 1

15

Utility Value 2

28

Utility Value 3

16

Utility Value 4

14

Utility Value 5

12

Interest Value 1

21

Interest Value 2

20

Interest Value 3

32

Interest Value 4

25

Attainment Value 1

27

Attainment Value 2

9

Attainment Value 3

13

Cost 1

19

Cost 2

29

Cost 3

30
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Cost 4

22

Cost 5

18

Cost 6

1

Cost 7

6

Cost 8

8

Cost 9

35

Mastery Approach 1

34

Achievement Goal Orientation Items
Mastery Approach 2

7

Mastery Avoidance 5

10

Mastery Avoidance 10

2

Performance Approach 6

4

Performance Approach 17

5

Performance Avoidance 3

36

Performance Avoidance 7

37

Performance Avoidance 16

31

Intrinsic Motivation 1

23

Intrinsic Motivation 2

11

Intrinsic Motivation 3

17

Intrinsic/Extrinsic Motivation Items

Extrinsic Motivation 4

3

Extrinsic Motivation 5

24

Extrinsic Motivation 6

33

Extrinsic Motivation 7

26

Note: Each index card had the item question on one side of the card (refer to Table 1 for exact wording of each item) and a randomly
assigned number on the other side
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Table S2: Results from the Index Card Sorting Task
Participant’s ID

Step #

Pile #

Pile Label Given By
Participant

Number
Corresponding to
Index Card

Constructs Put
Together

A

Step 1

Pile 1

Performance
Avoidance

26, 31, 33

Extrinsic Motivation,
Performance
Avoidance

Pile 2

Cost

1, 6, 8, 18, 19, 22, 29,
30, 35

Cost

Pile 3

Interest

20, 21, 23, 25, 32

Interest Value,
Intrinsic Motivation

Pile 4

Mastery Goal

7, 2, 10, 17, 34

Mastery Approach,
Mastery Avoidance,
Intrinsic Motivation

Pile 5

Competence

11, 24

Intrinsic Motivation,
Extrinsic Motivation

Pile 6

N/A

3

Extrinsic Motivation

Pile 7

Social Avoidance

4, 5, 9, 14, 36, 37

Performance
Approach, Attainment
Value, Utility
Value, Performance
Avoidance

Pile 8

Utility Value

12, 15, 16, 28

Utility Value

Pile 9

Attainment Value

13, 27

Attainment Value

Pile 1

Performance
Avoidance

26, 31, 33

Extrinsic Motivation,
Performance
Avoidance

Pile 2

Cost

1, 6, 8, 18, 19, 22, 29,
30, 35

Cost

Pile 3

Interest

20, 21, 23, 25, 32

Interest Value,
Intrinsic Motivation

Pile 4

Mastery Goal

7, 2, 3, 10, 17, 34

Mastery Approach,
Extrinsic Motivation,
Mastery Avoidance,
Intrinsic Motivation

Pile 5

Competence

11, 24

Intrinsic Motivation,
Extrinsic Motivation

Pile 6

Social Avoidance

4, 5, 9, 14, 36, 37

Performance
Approach, Attainment
Value, Utility
Value, Performance
Avoidance

Pile 7

Value

12, 15, 16, 28, 13, 27

Utility Value,
Attainment Value

Pile 1

Cost

1, 6, 8, 18, 19, 22, 29,
30, 35

Cost

Pile 2

Interest

20, 21, 23, 25, 32

Interest Value,
Intrinsic Motivation

Pile 3

Competence

7, 2, 3, 10, 17, 34,
11, 24

Mastery Approach,
Extrinsic Motivation,
Mastery Avoidance,
Intrinsic Motivation

Step 2

Step 3
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B

C
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Step 1

Step 1

Pile 4

Avoidance Value

4, 5, 9, 14, 36, 37, 26,
31, 33

Performance
Approach, Attainment
Value, Utility
Value, Performance
Avoidance, Extrinsic
Motivation

Pile 5

Value

12, 15, 16, 28, 13, 27

Utility Value,
Attainment Value

Pile 1

Focus on Cost

1, 6, 8, 18,19, 22, 29,
30, 35

Cost

Pile 2

Focus on Learning

2, 10, 7, 13, 15, 17,
20, 21, 23, 25, 27,
32, 34

Mastery Avoidance,
Mastery Approach,
Attainment Value,
Utility Value, Intrinsic
Motivation, Interest
Value

Pile 3

Focus on Real-World
Application

16, 28

Utility Value

Pile 4

Focus on School/
Grades

3, 11, 12, 24, 26, 33,
37

Extrinsic Motivation,
Intrinsic Motivation,
Utility Value,
Performance
Avoidance

Pile 5

Focus on Social
4, 5, 9, 14, 31, 36
Status/Others' Opinion

Performance
Approach, Attainment
Value, Utility
Value, Performance
Avoidance

Pile 1

Need to be
knowledgeable

24, 14, 27, 9, 13

Extrinsic Motivation,
Utility Value,
Attainment Value

Pile 2

Avoid negative
evaluation of one's
ability from others

31, 5, 26, 4, 36

Performance
Avoidance,
Performance
Approach, Extrinsic
Motivation

Pile 3

To intellectually
challenge oneself

10, 2, 34, 7, 11

Mastery Avoidance,
Mastery Approach,
Intrinsic Motivation

Pile 4

Enjoy learning subject 21, 20, 17, 32, 25, 23
matter

Interest Value,
Intrinsic Motivation

Pile 5

Cost of taking the
class

22, 18, 1, 6

Cost

Pile 6

Load of other
commitment

35, 8

Cost

Pile 7

Negative emotional
consequence of class

30, 29, 19

Cost

Pile 8

Benefit/Positive
influence of knowing
the subject matter in
daily life

28, 16, 15

Utility Value

Pile 9

Get good grade for
career development
purposes

3, 37, 33, 12

Extrinsic Motivation,
Performance
Avoidance, Utility
Value
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Step 2

Step 3

D
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Step 1

Pile 1

Need to be competent, 24, 14, 27, 13, 36, 4,
either to self or others 26, 31, 5

Extrinsic Motivation,
Utility Value,
Attainment Value,
Performance
Avoidance,
Performance
Approach

Pile 2

Get a good grade/GPA 12, 33, 37, 3
for academic career

Utility Value,
Extrinsic Motivation,
Performance
Avoidance, Extrinsic
Motivation

Pile 3

Need to challenge
oneself

10, 2, 34, 7, 11

Mastery Avoidance,
Mastery Approach,
Intrinsic Motivation

Pile 4

Enjoy learning food/
cooking science

21, 20, 17, 32, 25, 23

Interest Value,
Intrinsic Motivation

Pile 5

Benefit of knowing
28, 16, 15
the content knowledge

Utility Value

Pile 6

Load of other
tasks in life/Time
management/Task
coordination

35, 8, 6

Cost

Pile 7

Things to give up or
suffer from

30, 29, 19, 22, 1, 18

Cost

Pile 1

Others’ opinion on
one’s choice/behavior

31, 26, 9, 5

Performance
Avoidance, Extrinsic
Motivation,
Attainment Value,
Performance
Approach

Pile 2

Things to give up or
suffer from

22, 19, 29, 30, 18, 1

Cost

Pile 3

To intellectually
challenge oneself
(for one’s own
satisfaction)

2, 33, 37, 3, 12, 36,
24, 27, 13, 4, 11, 25,
23, 10, 34, 14

Mastery Avoidance,
Extrinsic Motivation,
Performance
Avoidance, Utility
Value, Attainment
Value, Performance
Approach, Intrinsic
Motivation, Interest
Value, Mastery
Approach

Pile 4

Know the subject
matter for practical
convenience or
benefits

15, 21, 20, 17, 32, 16,
28, 7

Utility Value, Interest
Value, Intrinsic
Motivation, Mastery
Approach

Pile 5

Load of other
tasks in life/Time
management/Task
coordination

35, 6, 8

Cost

Pile 1

Love to learn

2, 10, 11, 17, 20, 21,
23, 25, 34

Mastery Avoidance,
Intrinsic Motivation,
Interest Value,
Mastery Approach

Pile 2

Perception of ability

14

Utility Value
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E

F

Step 1

Step 1

Step 2
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Pile 3

Identity

7, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16,
27, 28, 32

Mastery Approach,
Attainment Value,
Utility Value, Interest
Value

Pile 4

Cost

1, 6, 8, 18, 19, 22, 29,
20, 35

Cost, Interest Value

Pile 5

Performance goals

3, 4, 5, 24, 26, 31, 33,
36, 37

Extrinsic Motivation,
Performance
Approach,
Performance
Avoidance

Pile 1

Strong importance
of the perceptions of
others

3, 14, 24, 13, 36, 37,
12, 10, 33, 31, 26, 5,
4, 9, 2

Extrinsic Motivation,
Utility Value,
Attainment Value,
Performance
Avoidance, Mastery
Avoidance,
Performance
Approach

Pile 2

Love of learning

11, 7, 34, 17, 23

Intrinsic Motivation,
Mastery Approach

Pile 3

Differentiation
between #1 & #2

16, 25, 21, 27, 15,
28, 20

Utility Value, Interest
Value, Attainment
Value

Pile 4

Pessimism

19, 22, 29, 30, 6, 8,
35, 1, 18

Cost

Pile 1

Social comparisons/
Self-Consciousness

4, 5, 9, 14, 26, 31, 36

Performance
Approach, Attainment
Value, Utility Value,
Extrinsic Motivation,
Performance
Avoidance

Pile 2

Identity

13, 24, 27

Attainment Value,
Extrinsic Motivation

Pile 3

Career

12

Utility Value

Pile 4

Usefulness

15, 16, 28

Utility Value

Pile 5

Cost

1, 6, 8, 18, 19, 22, 29,
30, 35

Cost

Pile 6

Driven by GPA

3, 33, 37

Extrinsic Motivation

Pile 7

Driven by learning
and challenging
oneself

2, 7, 10, 11, 34

Mastery Avoidance,
Mastery Approach,
Intrinsic Motivation

Pile 8

Curiosity and interest

17, 20, 21, 32

Intrinsic Motivation,
Interest Value

Pile 9

Fun

23, 25

Intrinsic Motivation,
Interest Value

Pile 1

Social comparisons/
Self-Consciousness

5, 36, 31, 4, 9, 14, 26

Performance
Approach,
Performance
Avoidance,
Attainment Value,
Utility Value,
Extrinsic Motivation

Pile 2

Identity and career

13, 27, 24, 12

Attainment Value,
Extrinsic Motivation,
Utility Value

Pile 3

Usefulness

15, 28, 16

Utility Value
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Pile 4

Step 3

G

Step 1

Step 2
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Cost

19, 30, 29, 8, 35, 1,
18, 22, 6

Cost

Pile 5

Driven by GPA

3, 33, 37

Extrinsic Motivation

Pile 6

Driven by learning
and challenging
oneself

34, 2, 10, 7, 11

Mastery Avoidance,
Mastery Approach,
Intrinsic Motivation

Pile 7

Curiosity, interest,
and fun

20, 17, 21, 32, 23, 25

Intrinsic Motivation,
Interest Value

Pile 1

Identity and social
comparisons

5, 36, 31, 4, 9, 14, 26,
13, 27, 24, 12

Performance
Approach,
Performance
Avoidance,
Attainment Value,
Utility Value,
Extrinsic Motivation

Pile 2

Usefulness

15, 28, 16

Utility Value

Pile 3

Cost

19, 30, 29, 8, 35, 1,
18, 22, 6

Cost

Pile 4

Driven by GPA

3, 33, 37

Extrinsic Motivation

Pile 5

Learning, curiosity,
interest, and fun

34, 2, 10, 7, 11, 20,
17, 21, 32, 23, 25

Mastery Avoidance,
Mastery Approach,
Intrinsic Motivation,
Interest Value

Pile 1

Learning science as
fun

25, 23

Interest Value,
Intrinsic Motivation

Pile 2

Curiosity of learning
science

20, 21, 32

Interest Value

Pile 3

Pile 3

34, 27, 7, 17

Mastery Approach,
Attainment Value,
Intrinsic Motivation

Pile 4

Worry/Concern about
understanding

10, 2

Mastery Avoidance

Pile 5

Challenging yourself

37, 11

Performance
Avoidance, Intrinsic
Motivation

Pile 6

GPA

24, 33, 12, 3

Extrinsic Motivation,
Utility Value

Pile 7

Emotionally taxing

19, 29, 30

Cost

Pile 8

Social comparison

31, 26, 36, 4

Performance
Avoidance, Extrinsic
Motivation,
Performance
Approach

Pile 9

Looking smart

14, 13, 9, 5

Utility Value,
Attainment Value,
Performance
Approach

Pile 10

Not much value for it

1, 18, 8, 22

Cost

Pile 11

Higher value

35, 6

Cost

Pile 12

Usefulness

15, 16, 28

Utility Value

Pile 1

Curiosity and fun

25, 23, 21, 32, 20

Interest Value,
Intrinsic Motivation

Pile 2

Emotionally taxing

30, 29, 19

Cost
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Step 3

H
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Step 1

Pile 3

Gaining knowledge

2, 10, 27, 7, 13, 17,
34, 11

Mastery Avoidance,
Attainment Value,
Mastery Approach,
Intrinsic Motivation

Pile 4

Grades

3, 24, 33, 37, 12

Extrinsic Motivation,
Performance
Avoidance, Utility
Value

Pile 5

Social comparison

9, 14, 5, 36, 26, 31, 4

Attainment Value,
Utility Value,
Performance
Approach,
Performance
Avoidance, Extrinsic
Motivation

Pile 6

Value

35, 22, 1, 18, 8, 6

Cost

Pile 7

Usefulness

28, 15, 16

Utility Value

Pile 1

Interest

20, 25, 23, 21, 32

Interest Value,
Intrinsic Motivation

Pile 2

Social Comparison,
Extrinsic Motivation,
Praise

9, 14, 5, 36, 26, 31,
37, 33, 12, 24, 3, 4

Attainment Value,
Utility Value,
Performance
Approach,
Performance
Avoidance, Extrinsic
Motivation

Pile 3

Gaining Knowledge,
Intrinsic Motivation

11, 13, 2, 10, 27, 7,
17, 34

Mastery Avoidance,
Attainment Value,
Mastery Approach,
Intrinsic Motivation

Pile 4

Value

30, 19, 29, 6, 35, 22,
1, 18, 8

Cost

Pile 5

Usefulness

16, 15, 28

Utility Value

Pile 1

Identity

13, 27

Attainment Value

Pile 2

Utility

28, 16, 15

Utility Value

Pile 3

Grade/Performance
Goal

3, 12, 24, 33, 37

Extrinsic Motivation,
Utility Value,
Performance
Avoidance

Pile 4

Affective

19, 23, 25, 29, 30

Cost, Intrinsic
Motivation, Interest
Value

Pile 5

Others oriented

4, 36, 31, 26, 14, 9, 5

Performance
Approach,
Performance
Avoidance, Extrinsic
Motivation, Utility
Value, Attainment
Value

Pile 6

Actually learn (the
why & all)

34, 17, 11, 10, 7, 2

Mastery Approach,
Intrinsic Motivation,
Mastery Avoidance

Pile 7

Opportunity Cost

1, 6, 8, 18, 22, 35

Cost

Pile 8

Curiosity/Interest

32, 21, 20

Interest Value
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Step 2

Step 3

Pile 1

Personal Standing

13, 27, 4, 36, 31, 26,
14, 9, 5

Attainment Value,
Performance
Approach,
Performance
Avoidance, Extrinsic
Motivation, Utility
Value

Pile 2

Utility

28, 16, 15

Utility Value

Pile 3

Grade/Performance
Goal

3, 12, 24, 33, 37

Extrinsic Motivation,
Utility Value,
Performance
Avoidance

Pile 4

Affective

19, 23, 25, 29, 30

Cost, Intrinsic
Motivation, Interest
Value

Pile 5

Actually learn (the
why & all)

34, 17, 11, 10, 7, 2

Mastery Approach,
Intrinsic Motivation,
Mastery Avoidance

Pile 6

Opportunity Cost

1, 6, 8, 18, 22, 35

Cost

Pile 7

Curiosity/Interest

32, 21, 20

Interest Value

Pile 1

Personal Standing

13, 27, 4, 36, 31, 26,
14, 9, 5

Attainment Value,
Performance
Approach,
Performance
Avoidance, Extrinsic
Motivation, Utility
Value

Pile 2

Value

28, 16, 15, 1, 6, 8, 18,
22, 35

Utility Value, Cost

Pile 3

Grade/Performance
Goal

3, 12, 24, 33, 37

Extrinsic Motivation,
Utility Value,
Performance
Avoidance

Pile 4

Affective and
curiosity

19, 23, 25, 29, 30, 32,
21, 20

Cost, Intrinsic
Motivation, Interest
Value

Pile 5

Actually learn (the
why & all)

34, 17, 11, 10, 7, 2

Mastery Approach,
Intrinsic Motivation,
Mastery Avoidance

Note: Not all participants required three steps because they had less than 7 piles or 5 piles from prior steps. That is, they were first told
to individually sort the index cards into as many piles as needed to capture the range of constructs. Then if participants had more than 7
piles, they shuffled the pile of index cards and repeated the same task as before, but sorted the index cards into no greater than 7 piles. If
participants had more than 5 piles, they shuffled the pile of index cards and repeated the same task as before, but sorted the index cards
into no greater than 5 piles.
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Figure S1: Biological Sciences Course CFA Model 1

avoidance; perfap was coded as performance approach; perfav
was coded as performance avoidance. The item name corresponds
to Table 1.
Figure S3: Biological Sciences Course CFA Model 3

Note: Item driven standardized model using all items with no
correlated errors for the biological sciences course. Util was coded
as utility value; int was coded as interest value; att was coded as
attainment value; cost was coded as cost value; im was coded as
intrinsic motivation; em was coded as extrinsic motivation; mastap
was coded as mastery approach; mastav was coded as mastery
avoidance; perfap was coded as performance approach; perfav
was coded as performance avoidance. The item name corresponds
to Table 1.

Note: 9-Factor standardized model with correlated construct errors
for the biological sciences course. The item name corresponds to
Table 1.

Figure S2: Biological Sciences Course CFA Model 2

Note: Higher order item standardized model using all items with no
correlated errors for the biological sciences course. Util was coded
as utility value; int was coded as interest value; att was coded as
attainment value; cost was coded as cost value; im was coded as
intrinsic motivation; em was coded as extrinsic motivation; mastap
was coded as mastery approach; mastav was coded as mastery
J Edu Psyc Res, 2020
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